City of Onkaparinga
Agenda for the Council meeting to be held on 4 October 2011

11.5

Confidential - Futurtec - Meyer Road Precinct Land Valuation
This report provides details of the land valuation and indicative development costs for the
Meyer Road Precinct within the Futurtec development.
This is information for council to note.
General Manager:

Bruce Williams, General Manager Projects & Services

Report author:

Brian Fitzpatrick, Project Leader

Contact number:

8384 0522

Attachments:

1. Elected Member request for explanation (1 page)
2. Site plan (1 page)
3. Developed land value cost comparison table (1 page)

Executive summary
This report provides details of the land valuation and indicative development costs
for the Meyer Road Precinct within the Futurtec development.

1.1

Context
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Council at its meeting on 6 September 2011 considered a report that detailed high
level negotiation outcomes and approved the Futurtec project proceeding to a
heads of agreement with Southern Adelaide Renewables Consortium (SARC).
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Subsequently, Council at its meeting on 13 September 2011 moved to rescind the
motion passed on 6 September 2011. The rescission was made in response to the
following factors:
Solar Shop Australia Group was placed in receivership on 7 September 2011



the date for submitting applications for grants under the state government’s
Renewable Energy Fund was extended to 31 March 2012, as opposed to
closing in September 2011
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given the above it was timely to review available options.

As a result, Council (in part) further resolved at its meeting on 13 September 2011
that further investigations be conducted into the current and alternative proposals
to deliver on the Futurtec vision for the Meyer Road Precinct (MRP) and Renewable
Energy Precinct (REP).
On 16 September 2011 Councillor Bray requested an explanation of the
methodology used to value the MRP land via the Elected Member enquiry system,
refer Attachment 1.
Given its confidential nature, the response to Councillor Bray’s enquiry is provided
via this Council report.
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1.2

Suggested outcome
It is suggested that Council consider this item in Confidence. Section (ii) 90(3)(k) of
the Local Government Act 1999 is suggested as the most appropriate to use for this
purpose.
This item is presented as a confidential item as it details the subject matter of an
ongoing tender process including the development of the Futurtec project. The
possible implications of not considering this item in confidence could reasonably be
expected to compromise an ongoing tender process.
That Council note this report.
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Recommendation(s)
That

a.

under the provisions of Section 90(2) of the Local Government Act
1999 an order be made that the public be excluded from attendance
at the meeting in order to consider in confidence this item.

b.

Council is satisfied that it is necessary that the public be excluded to
enable the Council to consider the report at the meeting on the
following grounds:
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Section 90(3)(k) tenders for the supply of goods, the provision of services
or the carrying out of works.
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c. accordingly, on this basis the principle that meetings of the Council
should be conducted in a place open to the public has been outweighed
by the need to keep the information or discussion confidential.
That Council note this report.

3.

That the matter of the Confidential - Futurtec - Meyer Road Precinct Land
Valuation having been considered in confidence under Section 90(3)(k) of
the Local Government Act 1999 an order be made under the provisions of
Section 91(7)and (9) of the Local Government Act 1999 that the agenda
item 11.5 Confidential - Futurtec - Meyer Road Precinct Land Valuation and
the minutes and the report relating to discussion of the subject matter be
kept confidential until the decision of Council regarding the future use of
Meyer Road Precinct and Renewable Energy Precinct has been fully
determined and contract negotiations finalised.
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Key factors
3

Discussion

3.1

Market Valuation
The MRP land measures some 8.3 hectares in area and is split into two noncontiguous parcels along the Meyer Road frontage by a large parcel of land owned
by the RSPCA, refer Attachment 2 for site plan.
There are two elements to the independent property advice which has been
received in relation to this land parcel:-
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3.1.1

Knight Frank Valuations SA report April 2011
The Council report dated 6 September 2011 confirmed a valuation of the MRP site
conducted by Knight Frank Valuations SA in April 2011 assigned a $2.9M value to
the 8 hectare land parcel. The Southern Adelaide Renewables Consortium (SARC)
proposal has made an offer of $3.6M.
The valuation report comprised of a site inspection and sales analysis which
confirmed that the vacant land sales in Lonsdale are much smaller than the MRP
site. The analysed sales included serviced land parcels in Lonsdale and larger
development sites from the northern suburbs as no sales of ‘englobo’
(undeveloped) land in Lonsdale existed.
The report considered the size of the parcel and the need to subdivide and service
as separate allotments in line with existing industrial development in Lonsdale of
between 2,000 – 4,000 sqm requiring it to be “valued significantly lower on a rate

per square metre than the sales in Lonsdale which are for ‘stand alone’ allotments
that do not require further subdivision.” The report also states that the value of the
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site in an englobo state will be reduced overall as a result of the requirement to
remediate a contaminated portion of the land, refer site plan (Attachment 2). This
remediation has been estimated to cost in excess of $1M. The $2.9M land
valuation was based on a rate of approximately $35 per sqm.

SE

Colliers International Consulting Services – land division scoping report December
2009

EA

This earlier comprehensive consultancy report was prepared to help shape the
Futurtec project scope. The report explored a hypothetical development
methodology which investigates the potential land division of 4,000sqm allotments
(totalling 20 allotments). The following assumptions were adopted:
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Knight Frank has been contacted since preparing the valuation and has confirmed
that in their professional opinion the $35 per sqm rate is an accurate reflection of
the current market and remains unchanged.

1. Sale of 20 allotments at $160/sqm = $12.8M (similar to the estimates outlined
in Councillor Bray’s enquiry)
2. Development costs consisting of electricity, sewer, water, stormwater etc. were
scoped and assessed by Rider Levett Bucknell Quantity Surveyors (based on
investigations by ETSA, SA Water etc) and land remediation costs assessed by
Parsons Brinckerhoff Australia at a total of around $5.75M. This is based on the
most minimalistic approach (for example, no internal roads). Further details are
provided based on the Colliers report itemising the indicative development cost
estimates (Attachment 3). These development costs have been subject to peer
review by the Director of Leedwell Strategic who believes they are necessary
and reasonable.
3. Two stages of development over 5 years (therefore assuming a take up rate of
4 lots per year) which based on subsequent advice by property consultants
Leedwell Strategic is considered somewhat ambitious.
When applied to a hypothetical development model (with holding costs [debt, rates
and taxes etc] over the 5 year project period), a profit margin to the developer who
takes on the project, stamp duty on the purchase of the land etc, the resultant
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‘englobo’ value (i.e. the paddock as is with its services limitations and land
contamination obligations) was determined at approximately $3.4M.
The Colliers report notes that there has only been a couple of sales of such large
land parcels in Onkaparinga, Marion or Mitcham over the last serval years and with
the exception of the desalination plant site (32 hectares at $5.50 per sqm) and a 1
hectare site at Seaford Meadows, there have been no similar land sales since 2007.
The 2009 Colliers report suggests that the broadacre value of the land if
remediated and deemed to be clean land is in the order of $2.7M - $3.4M in total
compared with the 2011 Knight Frank valuation of $2.9M for unremediated land.
The cost of remediation is estimated at $1.36M.

Council as MRP developer

3.2.1

Option 1- Council assumes developer role
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A third party peer review of both valuations from the Director of Leedwell Strategic,
our Futurtec property advisor, believes the valuations are appropriate and is of the
opinion that the offer of $3.6M from SARC provides Council with a very good option
representing value for money in the current market.
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Council at its meeting on 18 May 2010 considered a report to progress the (then
Carbon Park) project noting the findings of the Colliers Land Division Scoping report
that analysed development options and costs.
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At this meeting Council approved the option to seek a private partner with
experience in industrial / commercial development in accord with the
recommendations of the Colliers report. This direction as set by Council has guided
all subsequent documentation and is the reason the Expression of Interest and
Request for Proposal were structured in this manner, resulting in further details on
the option of Council as the developer not being presented in the recent Council
report.
Although it is not Council’s core business or area of expertise, the option of taking
on the role of industrial property developer remains available. However, it must be
noted that the hypothetical assessment in the Colliers report which indicates a
developed value of $12.8M assumes the developer role is transferred to a third
party, who takes on all risk of selling the allotments, financing, remediation blow
outs etc. Should Council undertake the development works the net result could
possibly be a slightly higher financial return (i.e. Council would not have a debt cost
on the land (it already owns it), and Council could undertake the remediation itself
(maybe achieving a saving or potentially a cost increase) and keep the profit
margin.
But in doing so, Council would likely incur interest costs on the land division and
headworks costs along with marketing expenses which are reflected in the lower
section of the comparison table (Attachment 3). This exposes Council to the full
development risks in an area of very limited expertise. Therefore, the $3.6M offered
by SARC needs to be considered in a risk transferred context.
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In addition, the Colliers report and recent advice from Leedwell Strategic highlights
that Council would find it difficult to achieve the same cost efficiencies in
developing the land due to strategic partnerships a commercial property developer
brings with them from past alliances.
3.2.2

Option 2- Maximising land value - joint venture partner role

20

In response to a further enquiry from Councillor Bray, Leedwell Strategic were
asked how Council could seek to maximise their return on the MRP land. This
advice confirms that to gain a substantive benefit council would have to take on
capital commitment and risk. Leedwell advise that we could entertain a joint
venture committing to say 50% of the capital cost (and maybe reflecting the land
component). In this case, Council is still joint and severally liable for the success or
failure of the project but shares the risk with the developer and is therefore less
exposed than undertaking the role of developer alone. A joint venture partnership
arrangement is likely to be a commercial venture subject to prudential
requirements under the Local Government Act, ongoing management committees,
and is not consistent with the current objectives of the Futurtec project.

3.2.3
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The option to become a joint venture partner will be incorporated into Council’s
decision of 13 September 2011 to further investigate the current and future
alternative proposals to optimise council’s key strategic objectives.
Option 3 – Maximising land value – reduce land parcels
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The impact of reducing sub divided land parcel sizes from 4,000sqm (as detailed in
the Colliers development methodology) to 3,000sqm was investigated as requested
by Councillor Bray. Leedwell Strategic advises that no variation in land pricing rates
per sqm would result. An increase in rates per sqm may arise if land parcels were
reduced to approximately 1,000sqm however this would result in the need for
internal cul-de-sac roads which would dramatically increase the civil works cost and
negate (or probably worsen ) any land price increase benefit.
Project update

In accord with the Council resolution dated 13 September 2011, a letter dated 20
September 2011 was sent to Commsolar and ResourceCo (SARC partners). While
the letter does not prevent ongoing discussion it advises of Council’s decision to
place any further Futurtec ‘negotiations’ on hold with the SARC until Council has
had an opportunity to further consider its preferred direction in relation to the REP
and MRP. The letter to Commsolar also sought their earliest advice regarding the
status of its receivership and how its current financial issues impact the SARC
proposal. No written response has been received at the time of finalising this
report.
A series of project team discussions have occurred to further investigate current
and alternative proposals for the MRP and REP in accordance with the Council
resolution dated 13 September 2011. A report to Council outlining these options is
envisaged for early 2012.
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Conclusion
The information on land value provided to Council in the 6 September Council
report was based on unimproved (undeveloped) land.
The discrepancy between the suggested ‘developed’ land value and our
professional valuation on ‘developed’ land value lies in the required infrastructure
development costs as shown in attachment 3.
The option of Council as developer together with the costs, risks and potential
profits were not incorporated within the 6 September Council report, as Council had
previously considered this information when it defined its role and project
objectives for Futurtec in 2010.
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Council will have an opportunity to reconsider its role and project objectives when
options for the project are presented in accord with September Council resolution.
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